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 This is exactly what I was looking for. A bit of clarifications, though: I want to host a.psd file and a.html file (let's say a website), both in my root directory, so that I can access them from a website. I was told it can be done by uploading the files to the root of the Cpanel account, but this is not true. So, could you please provide a solution that allows me to do that? Thanks a lot, hope it's clear. I am a co-
author of this document and the code changes I made are shown in the table under "My pull requests" in the source code of the document. Thanks, AdemirWe are incredibly excited to announce the launch of a brand new competition for the community of The State of React! We’re celebrating 15 months of React by giving away 5 ?? ?? ⚙️ & ??️ prizes every month and also awarding our Champion
every 3 months! Simply make a post in the comments section below, post to Twitter, share on Reddit or any other social medium you can think of, or just post about React. We’ll be on hand to chat with you and hand out some swag every month, so make sure to keep an eye out! Our first competition was a big success with more than 100 participants submitting their entries and many more watching

and tweeting about it. The first winners were: Guillermo Cordon Alex Bandy Aleksandr Stavronskiy And the monthly winners have been: January: Guillermo Cordon February: Aleksandr Stavronskiy March: Karolina Staudacher April: Serge Akhmakov May: Sergey Belyayev Here’s a list of all our previous competitions! There is also a brand new growing community of React developers who are just
as passionate about the platform as we are and we encourage you to visit it! We look forward to seeing all your submissions and having a great time on the @TheStateOfReact Instagram account, where we’ll be sharing the best of the React community. If you have any questions about the competition, feel free to reach out to us. If you� 82157476af
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